Abstract-Identifying codes have been used in a variety of applications, including sensor-based wireless location detection in harsh environments. In such applications, a user determines his location through a unique signature (i.e. a codeword in an identifying code) based on sensor transmissions that he can hear. Adding sensors to such a system can increase its robustness at the expense of added signal interference and, consequently, decreased reliability. In this work we propose and develop an alternate approach to maintaining robustness and reliability through the use of "disjoint identifying codes", which reduces inter-sensor interference by dividing a system into physically separate and independent location determining sub-systems. We provide information-theoretic upper and lower bounds on the number of such sub-systems for a given connectivity graph, and we show that these bounds are asymptotically tight for a modification of Hadamard matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Identifying codes have been proposed and implemented for a variety of applications, including fault diagnosis of multiprocessor systems [1] and location detection in harsh environments [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For the latter application robust-identifying codes were suggested to increase a system's reliability.
In that approach, a continuous coverage area is quantized into a finite set of regions, and beacon nodes are placed in certain regions according to an identifying code property, meaning that a receiver in any given region would reliably hear a unique (and hence identifying) collection of beacons. In the theoretical model of the problem, regions are represented by vertices in a graph (with beacon nodes being called "codewords") and edges connect vertices whose regions are within reception range.
An increase in robustness requires additional beacons, resulting in a potential reduction of the system's reliability due to increased interference. A reasonable approach to maintain a fixed amount of interference is to divide the system into κ independent sub-systems operating in physically separated airinterfaces (e.g. different frequencies, time slots, etc). If each such sub-system possesses the identifying-code property it can provide the user with an independent estimate of his location. A typical user can operate within one sub-system while a more sophisticated user can accumulate different estimates in order to increase reliability. If the sub-systems are also fully autonomous, then the system becomes resilient to any type of failure that leaves at least one operational sub-system. This property becomes very appealing in critical applications with minimal error tolerance.
In this work, we address the question of how many independent location-detecting sub-systems are available in an arbitrary system. This question translates to how many disjointidentifying codes an arbitrary graph possesses. In Section II we review related research and a formal statement of our problem. Thereafter, Section III develops some information-theoretic upper bounds on κ, and Section IV utilizes the symmetric Lovȃsz Local Lemma to develop some lower bounds. Finally in Section V we present our conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Related work
A variety of related work sexists in the information theory and theoretical computer science communities.
1) Identifying codes:
Intuitively, an identifying code of radius r is a set of vertices in a graph G with the property that any ball of radius r in G has a unique intersection with the identifying code (a technical definition will be given in Section II-B). Identifying codes were initially introduced in [1] with an application to fault diagnosis in multiprocessor systems. In that application, each processor reports to a central point whether they detect a malfunction in one of their neighbors or themselves. By coalescing the various reports, the central point can uniquely determine the faulty processor. Several bounds on the minimum size of an identifying code were also presented in [1] and studied further in [7] and many subsequent works. In [3, 4] identifying codes of radius r = 1 were suggested for use in indoor location detection and thereafter refined for purposes of robustness.
2) Domatic number:
One well-known generalization of our work is the problem of determining the domatic number of a graph, which is the largest number of disjoint dominating sets in the graph. Recall that a dominating set is a set of vertices that, together with their neighbors, contain all the vertices of the graph. Not surprisingly, the theoretical tools and applications of dominating sets are similar to those explored in this work. One such application involves replicating resources in a distributed system so that each system member has access to the range of resources types. By cycling resources through disjoint dominating sets in a system graph, one can improve the robustness of the system with respect to connection failures. On the theoretical size, Feige et al. [8] have applied the Lovȃsz Local Lemma (LLL) to approximate the domatic number of an arbitrary graph as
where b min and b max are the minimum and maximum vertex neighborhood ball sizes respectively.
3) Locating-dominating sets:
The closest literature to this work involves the problem of locating-dominating sets [9] [10] [11] . A set of vertices S is said to be locating-dominating if every vertex not in S is a neighbor of a unique subset of vertices in S. As such, these sets are codes that identify all vertices not in the set, a subtle but important difference from standard identifying codes. It has been shown in [10] that whenever there is an identifying code of size s in a graph, there is also a locating-dominating set of size at most s.
B. Technical definitions
Given an directed graph G with vertices V and edges E, the incoming ball B + (v) consisting of edges directed towards v ∈ V , together with v; likewise, the outgoing ball B − (v) consisting of edges directed away from v, together with v. For undirected graphs, we shall simply use the notation
, and n to denote the sizes of B + (v), B − (v), and V respectively.
A non-empty subset C ⊆ V is called a code and its elements are codewords. For a given code C, the identifying set I C (v) of a vertex v is defined to be the codewords directed towards v, i.e., I C (v) = B + (v) ∩ C. A code C is an identifying code if each identifying set of the code is unique, in other words
In some applications, as in [3] , (though not in this paper) it is desirable to require identifying codes to have only nonempty identifying sets. In this paper, we shall be concerned specifically with the number of vertex-disjoint identifying codes κ(G) in a given graph.
III. UPPER BOUNDS ON κ(G)
We next present upper bounds on the number of disjoint identifying codes in a given graph.
A. A trivial bound
One trivial bound derives from a simple distance metric on identifying sets.
Definition 1 The difference set D C (u, v) is defined to be the symmetric difference between the identifying sets of vertices u, v ∈ V :
We shall combine difference sets into a difference set col-
so that only one of these appears in D C .
Definition 2 The minimum distance of a code C is given by
The following lemma follows straightforwardly.
Lemma 1 C is an identifying code iff
We may now derive the following trivial bound.
Theorem 1 For a given graph
Proof: Suppose the minimum distance of the graph is attained between vertices u and v. Lemma 1 then implies that every identifying code must contain at least one element of d V (u, v) , meaning that at most d min disjoint identifying codes exist for G.
B. Identifying code bound
We can also bound κ using a lower bound on the size of an identifying code.
Theorem 2 For a graph G with
where
is the binary entropy function and all logarithms have the same base.
Example 1 demonstrates an application of Theorems 1 and 2 to modified Hadamard matrices [12] , and Example 2 generalizes this to a family of graphs that asymptotically reach the bounds in this paper. Before proving Theorem 2, we adapt the following bound on the size of an identifying code from the related result in [1] .
Lemma 2 For any identifying code
Proof of Lemma 2: Let the random variable Y represent the unique identifier in the range 1 . . . n of a uniformly randomly selected vertex. Furthermore, let X i be 1 if the selected vertex
, where c i is the i-th codeword of C, and 0 otherwise. We may then compute the mutual information
On the other hand,
Putting together (2) and (3) proves the lemma.
The proof of Theorem 2 now follows from summing (1) over the largest set S (with size κ(G)) of disjoint identifying codes in G:
n .
In the limit, the number of identifying codes is bounded by the number of vertices n, the largest outgoing ball b − max , and the minimum distance d min of the graph, as the following Corollary shows.
Corollary 1 For sufficiently large graphs,
, where o and Θ denote asymptotically comparison (smaller than and equal to respectively).
Proof: Taking Theorem 2 in the limit yields: 
IV. LOWER BOUNDS ON κ
The main results in this section, Theorems 4 and 5, provide lower bounds on κ based on the symmetric form of the Lovȃsz Local Lemma (LLL) [13] , a powerful probabilistic tool for Example 1 Disjoint identifying codes in a modified Hadamard code. Consider deleting the first row and column of the 8 × 8 binary Hadamard matrix, and permuting the resulting rows so that the resulting 7 × 7 matrix H * has ones along its diagonal as follows: 
We may view H * as the adjacency matrix of a 7-vertex directed graph G * , whose outgoing balls correspond to columns of H * and thus have size 4. The minimum distance of G * will also be 4 corresponding to the Hamming distance between rows of H * . As such, Theorem 1 bounds κ(G * ) ≤ 4 and Theorem 2 bounds κ(G * ) ≤ 2.4567; an exhaustive search shows that there are exactly 2 disjoint identifying codes in the graph.
proving the existence of an event. We restate this form of LLL for completeness. 
Lemma 3 Consider a set of events
E = {E 1 . . . E n } such that Pr[E i ] ≤ p for all i. If,
for each i, E i is mutually independent of events in any set F ⊆ E of size |F | > |E| − m, then
ep(m + 1) ≤ 1 ⇒ Pr ∩ n i=1Ēi > 0,
A. Translation to LLL
We first translate the problem of finding disjoint identifying codes into one of assigning vertex colors meeting specific constraints.
Lemma 4 There exist κ disjoint identifying codes in a graph G = (V, E) if and only if V can be colored with κ colors so that D V (u, v) contains at least one vertex of each color for all
The key to establishing a lower bound will thus be to find the threshold value κ for which a random κ-coloring of V will, with some non-zero probability, provide at least one vertex of each color in every difference set. We shall accomplish this by means of symmetric LLL.
As such, define an event E i, (u,v) to denote the case when the i-th color does not appear among the first d min vertices of D V (u, v) under a random, uniform and independent κ-coloring of V . Clearly,
Example 2 A family of codes where Theorems 2 and 4 meet asymptotically.
Consider the generalization of Example 1 to a 2 n − 1 × 2 n − 1 matrix H * n resulting from similarly modifying the 2 n × 2 n Hadamard matrix (i.e., deleting the first row and column and permuting the remaining rows to give ones on the diagonal). By definition of the Hadamard matrix, H * n will have outgoing ball size and minimum distance equal to 2 n−1 . Thus, Theorems 2 and 4 imply that that the corresponding graph G * n
As n approaches infinity:
indicating that the upper and lower bounds asymptotically converge.
We next bound the number of mutual dependencies between events in E using the fact that v only appears in difference sets of vertex pairs where one vertex is in B − (v) and the other is not.
Lemma 5 Each vertex v ∈ V appears in exactly
Observe that (8) reaches a maximum at b − (v) = n 2 . Thus, the vertex whose outgoing ball has size closest to n 2 will appear in the largest number of difference sets and thus can be said to be the most distinguishing. We shall denote the size of this most distinguishing ball byb .
Theorem 3 For a given graph G = (V, E) with n vertices,
Proof: Applying Lemma 5 to the sum
Putting these facts together proves the lemma.
B. The main bounds
We now present the first lower bound on the number of disjoint identifying codes in a graph.
Theorem 4 For any non-trivial
1 connected graph G with n ≥ 6 vertices,
Proof: Consider coloring the vertices of G uniformly at random with
Then the event E i, (u,v) defined in Section IV-A is dependent on all events E k, (u ,v ) where
such dependent events.
Putting together (10) and (11), we see that
Thus, we may apply symmetric LLL to see that some k-coloring will have the property that every color will be present in every difference set. Applying Lemma 4 then completes the proof.
Example 2 shows that Theorem 4 is asymptotically tight for certain graphs. It is also possible to bound κ(G) in terms of the minimum and maximum degrees of vertices in G, independently of n. We provide the theorem statement here without its rather involved proof due of space considerations. It is based on the the maximum size of a directed ball of radius 2, b 2,MAX , and the outgoing ball sizeb 2 closest to 
and as n approaches infinity
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we determined bounds on the number of disjoint identifying codes in an arbitrary non-trivial, connected graph, motivated by applications to interference reduction in robust location-detection systems. Unlike classical identifying codes, we considered both directed and undirected graphs, permitting applications with asymmetric communication channels.
Our results show that the minimum distance between identifying sets of a graph is a key determiner of the number of disjoint identifying codes the graph will allow. Roughly speaking, graphs with larger minimum distances have more disjoint codes, although the sizes of ball neighborhoods of radius 1 and 2 around the vertices of a graph also are important.
We also showed that our bounds are asymptotically tight for certain graphs based on Hadamard matrices by demonstrating that our lower and upper bounds approach within a small multiplicative constant for these cases. A different lower bound was provided that is independent of the graph size, and it was shown to be optimal on a block Toeplitz generalization of Hadamard matrices. Unfortunately, our bounds are clearly not tight for other types of graphs, especially those with low minimum distance. We hypothesize that our bounds can be improved by applying the more general asymmetric form of the Lovȃsz Local Lemma, and by introducing more elaborate descriptive graph parameters, such as the minimum distance between balls of radius 2.
We have devised and implemented an efficient greedy algorithm (similar to the greedy approximation algorithm for the set-cover problem) for generating identifying codes. When executed iteratively, this algorithm generates disjoint identifying code sets that are generally close to the upper bound on the paper, although strong performance guarantees have yet to be proven. One could consider de-randomization of the symmetric LLL as another approach for generating such codes.
